
STEWARD'S REPORT

Warragul
Tuesday, 24 Nov 2015

Weather conditions: FINE

Track condition: GOOD

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: C. SCARLETT

Stewards: H.HARVEY/I.KENNEDY

Judges: L.WRIGHT/M.STEVENS

Lure Drivers: M.BICKERDIKE/M.STEVENS

Starter: J.HUNT

Kennel Supervisor: B.BARNES

Kennel Attendants: R.LOTT/R.BAU

Veterinarian: DR. S. MITCHELL

Race 1
TOP RUN IMAGES FINAL

6:48 pm
460m

Maiden Final

Lyka Allen was quick to begin.  Routine Advice and Avatar Jet were slow to begin.  Lunar Chief and Dyna
Zeek collided on the first turn.  Lunar Chief faltered on the first turn.  Blueberry Boy and Dyna Zeek collided
on the first turn checking Blueberry Boy.

Lunar Chief was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained an injured left
monkey muscle, a 14 day stand down period was imposed.

A sample was taken from Lyka Allen - winner of the event.

Due to a malfunction with the electrical system the split sections were hand timed.

Race 2
FIND US ON FACEBOOK

7:11 pm
400m

Grade 7

Beauty Sleep was quick to begin.  Beauty Sleep and Early Violet collided soon after the start.  Beauty
Sleep, Early Violet and Gallo Allen collided approaching the first turn checking Early Violet.  Dyna Yavin,
Beauty Sleep and Gallo Allen collided on the first turn checking Gallo Allen.  Early Violet and Gallo Allen
collided on the home turn.

Race 3
MURPHY'S GREYHOUND COMPLEX

7:29 pm
460m

Grade 7

Useful was quick to begin.  Aston Cyus and Pacific Miss were slow to begin.  Seaside Daisy and Apollo's
Twin collided soon after the start checking Seaside Daisy which collided with Aston Cyus.  Rub The
Buddha and Rothstein collided on the first turn severely checking Rub The Buddha and causing Pacific
Miss to race wide.  Aston Cyus contacted the running rail on the first turn and stumbled losing considerable
ground.  Useful crossed out on the home turn and collided with Dr. Bodacious.

Aston Cyus was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained a laceration to the
left shoulder, a 7 day stand down period was imposed.

Useful was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained an injured left monkey
muscle, a 3 day stand down period was imposed.  

Stewards spoke to Mr. P. Dedes the trainer of Useful regarding the greyhounds racing manners on the
home turn.  Mr. Dedes stated he felt the injury contributed to the greyhound racing wide on the home turn.
 After viewing the video replay and taking the injury into consideration Stewards took no further action. 

Stewards spoke to Mr. V. Gay regarding his difficulty in boxing the greyhound Rub The Buddha.  Stewards
directed that Rub The Buddha be boxed first in future events.

Race 4
AUSTRALIAN QUALITY PET FOODS

7:48 pm
460m

Grade 6

Our Miss Nitro was quick to begin.  Sweet Amber was slow to begin.  Houdini's Gold and Backline Willy
collided soon after the start checking Backline Willy.  Snow Matter and Houdini's Gold collided approaching
the first turn.  Snow Matter and Backline Willy collided on the first turn severley checking Backline Willy
which contacted the running rail and lost considerable ground.  Dr. Nicholas was checked off Mystic Cloud
on the first turn.  Backline Willy and Sweet Amber collided on the home turn.

Backline Willy was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no injury apparent.

A sample was taken from Our Miss Nitro - winner of the event.

Race 5
MEL'S KITCHEN

8:08 pm
460m

Grade 5

Walmac was slow to begin.  Carbon Racer and Zipping Cash crossed in soon after the start causing
Zipping Tyrone and Full Of Boloney to collide checking Walmac and Rack Tap Rack.  Full Of Boloney and
Zipping Cash collided approaching the first turn.  Trigger Bling galloped on Shake 'Em on the first turn
severely checking Shake 'Em.  Walmac was checked off Rack Tap Rack on the first turn.  Full Of Boloney
was checked off Carbon Racer approaching the home turn.

Walmac was vetted following the event and after being re-vetted following event  8, it was reported that the
greyhound sustained an injured left monkey muscle, a 7 day stand down period was imposed.



Stewards spoke to Mr. G. Minnie the trainer of the greyhound Walmac.  Stewards deemed the performance
of Walmac unsatisfactory in this event and acting in accordance with GAR 71 Stewards directed that
Walmac must perform a satisfactory trial all tracks before any future nomination will be accepted.

Race 6
MORELAND'S MEATS

8:28 pm
460m

Grade 5

Zenergy was quick to begin.  Dr. Valhalla was slow to begin.  Aston Ebert and Verdict collided approaching
the first turn checking Aston Ebert.  Dr. Valhalla and Neolisious collided approaching the first turn checking
Neolisious.  Dr. Valhalla and Booma Mikado collided on the first turn checking Zenergy and severely
checking Booma Mikado causing Booma Mikado to fall.  Beautiful Rick and Pendles Power collided on the
first turn checking Beautiful Rick.  Verdict and Neolisious collided approaching the home turn checking
Neolisious.  Dr. Valhalla and Neolisious collided approaching the home turn checking both greyhounds.
 Verdict, Zenergy and Aston Ebert collided approaching the home turn.  Zenergy clipped the heels of
Verdict approaching the home turn.

Booma Mikado was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no injury apparent.

Judges inadvertently semaphored the incorrect numbers which were corrected to 4 8 6 5 prior to all clear
being given. 

Race 7
WWR SAWDUST

8:48 pm
400m

Mixed 3/4

Tammy Baxter was slow to begin.  Crawf's Bread and Worthy Reab collided on the first turn checking
Worthy Reab.  Crawf's Bread, Gee Callan and Soda Anne collided on the first turn checking Worthy Reab
and Meadows One and severely checking Crawf's Bread and Soda Anne, Soda Anne contacted the
running rail.  Worthy Reab raced wide on the home turn.  Worthy Reab and Meadows One collided
approaching the winning post.

Soda Anne was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no injury apparent.

Race 8
ENDEAVOUR LOCKSMITHS

9:08 pm
460m

Mixed 4/5

Champer Bale and Dr. Brandon were slow to begin.  Champer Bale, Dr. Brandon and Fizzy Bale collided
soon after the start checking Dr. Brandon.  Champer Bale was checked off Dr. Brandon on the first turn.
 Zelemar Doll and Cosmic Jewel collided on the first turn checking Zelemar Doll.  Dr. Brandon galloped on
Zelemar Doll entering the home straight checking Dr. Brandon and Fizzy Bale.

A sample was taken from Deadly Pace - winner of the event.

Race 9
LONGWARRY HOTEL 

9:28 pm
400m

Grade 6

A pre-race sample was taken from Alira Kate.

American Warrior and Nice Nurse Frank collided soon after the start checking American Warrior.  Nice
Nurse Frank and Alira Kate collided approaching the first turn.  Marvey, Harvey Leigh and Hello Lyn
collided approaching the first turn checking Harvey Leigh.  Hello Lyn was checked off Alira Kate on the first
turn.  Marvey was checked off Alira Kate on the first turn.  Marvey and Harvey Leigh collided on the home
turn checking both greyhounds.  Hello Lyn eased approaching the winning post.

Stewards spoke to Mr. M. Tocknell the trainer of the greyhound Hello Lyn regarding the greyhounds racing
manners approaching the winning post.  Hello Lyn was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the
greyhound sustained an injured right monkey muscle, a 5 day stand down period was imposed.  Acting
under GAR 69(B)(1) the Stewards charged Hello Lyn with failing to pursue the lure with due commitment by
reason of injury.  Mr. Tocknell pleaded not guilty to the charge, Hello Lyn was found guilty and Stewards
directed that the greyhound perform a satisfactory trial all tracks pursuant to GAR 69(B)(1)(a) before any
future nomination will be accepted.

Race 10
TOP CAT VIDEO

9:48 pm
400m

Grade 5

A pre-race sample was taken from Orange Blossom.

Famous Seamus was quick to begin.  Orange Blossom and Jules' Fancy were slow to begin.  Richo Brae
and Jule's Fancy collided approaching the first turn.  Dr. Balboa and Orange Blossom collided approaching
the first turn.  Buckle Up Vicki and Irish Connection collided on the first turn.  Buckle Up Vicki, Richo Brae
and Jules' Fancy collided approaching the home turn checking all three greyhounds.  Dr. Gomez and
Orange Blossom collided approaching the home turn checking Orange Blossom.  Dr. Balboa, Dr. Gomez,
Jules' Fancy and Buckle Up Vicki raced wide in the home straight.

A sample was taken from Famous Seamus - winner of the event.

Race 11
www.hotdogs.com.au

10:09 pm
400m

Grade 5

Tactical Miss was quick to begin.  Brylin and Dr. Dawn collided approaching the first turn checking Dr.
Dawn.  Arby and Dr. Dawn collided on the first turn checking Arby and Straw Hat Luffy.  Arby was checked
off Brylin on the home turn.

Race 12
TAB REWARDS

10:30 pm
400m

Grade 5

A pre-race sample was taken from Destroy.

Malady Aubrey and Dr. Mortisha were quick to begin.  Ataraxia and Malady Aubrey collided soon after the
start checking Ataraxia.  Malady Aubrey and Dr. Mortisha collided approaching the first turn checking
Malady Aubrey and Ataraxia.  Destroy and Dr. Mortisha collided approaching the home turn and again
entering the home straight checking Dr. Mortisha.  Destroy and Izumi collided approaching the winning
post.






